
Recognize and Reward with the Achievers Platform

Achievers Recognize is an employee engagement platform 
that powers successful recognition and rewards programs.

Recognize integrates your  existing workflow processes into one platform 

that delivers a simplified and compelling experience for your employees–from 

recognition to reward.

Recognize employees using social or monetary recognition across your entire 

organization with real-time manager to employee and peer-to-peer recognition, 

regardless of each employee’s location.

Driven by data and ease of use, your administrator will have clear visibility  

to how your recognition programs are performing against your defined objectives 

as well as the ability to tune your recognition strategy to ensure continued 

success.

Achievers offers more than simply a leading-edge platform—we provide an  

end-to-end experience that maximizes your investment in recognition and 

rewards. We provide you with a dedicated team to help you get started and  

to guide you through your journey of recognition using our tried and tested 

best practices. We offer an extensive global reach (over 150 countries) and  

a unique market differentiator, in our locally fulfilled marketplace of rewards 

from which your employees can redeem using points accumulated.

Recognize

• Social recognition 

• Peer-to peer recognition  

• Manager recognition 

• Boost recognition feature  

• Celebrations cards 

Reward

• Points-based  

• Monetary recognition 

• Best In class Local fulfilment  

• Global marketplace of 

  rewards 

• No mark-up fees  

Communication

• Superior mobile & desktop

  user experience 

• News feed  

• Announcements 

• Notifications 

• Integration with existing 

  workflows  

• HRIS Integration 

Reporting

• Real-time data 

• Leader and admin tools  

• Benchmark reporting 

• Dashboards 

• Analytics 

• Reporting that delivers 

  actionable insights

Employees are 3.6 x more likely to give 

recognition multiple times per month

Organizations are 2.5x more likely to  

see increased employee retention

Organizations are 36% more likely to see  

an increase in employee engagement

We pride ourselves with over 93% 

employee adoption rate on our platform 

globally

Consolidated Employee Experience Tools in One Secure Platform

The Achievers Impact

3.6x

2.5x

36%

93%
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Our platform drives behaviors that align to your organization’s commitment to  
develop and implement diversity and inclusion programs. Our mission is to inspire  
and coach employees to take everyday actions in creating a culture of belonging.



The Achievers difference

Professional  
services  

Achievers Professional Services 

provides a world-class consulting and 

implementation services to customers  

in a variety of industries globally. We  

have an established methodology to 

address your requirements, take the  

time to understand your goals, priorities 

and any constraints we need to be aware 

of so that we hit the ground running. 

We’re meticulous at keeping the entire 

implementation project on time and  

on track.   

Customer  
success 

When partnering with Achievers, we 

deliver a best-in-class service experience 

that complements our industry-leading 

software. Your Customer Success 

Manager will be dedicated to generating 

program outcomes that drive engagement 

and measurable business results for your 

organization. In partnership with your 

Customer Success team, you will set 

goals, define strategies, execute them 

effectively, and have access to consistent 

measurement of the results.  

Employee experience  
and reward marketplace 

The last mile of the recognition 

experience for your employees is critical. 

Once you’ve designed a best-in-class 

recognition and rewards program, 

recognized your employees for their 

outstanding work, and offered a great 

range of rewards, executing a top-notch 

reward experience becomes paramount. 

We’re proud to deliver a  superior end-to-

end experience with 24/7 support in 120 

languages worldwide.

98%

Program Strategy  & 
Stakeholder Alignment 

Driving Adoption Through  
Data & Insights 

Creating a Best-in-class  
Employee Experience 

Customer satisfaction:

95% 85%

Customer retention: Employee satisfaction:
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Achievers Employee Success Platform delivers proven employee recognition, continuous 
listening tools and timely coaching tips for organizations to give their people ownership 
of the employee experience and to drive organizational success.


